Pulsed low-dose RANKL as a potential therapeutic for postmenopausal osteoporosis
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A number of studies in model animal systems and in the clinic have established that RANKL promotes bone resorption. Paradoxically, we found that pulsing ovariectomized mice with low-dose RANKL suppressed bone resorption, decreased the levels of proinflammatory effector T cells and led to increased bone mass. This effect of RANKL is mediated through the induction of FoxP3+CD25+ regulatory CD8+ T cells (TcREG) by osteoclasts. Here, we show that pulses of low-dose RANKL are needed to induce TcREG as continuous infusion of identical doses of RANKL by pump did not induce TcREG. We also show that low-dose RANKL can induce TcREG at 2, 3, 6, and 10 weeks after ovariectomy. Our results show that low-dose RANKL treatment in ovariectomized mice is optimal at once-per-month doses to maintain the bone mass. Finally, we found that treatment of ovariectomized mice with the Cathepsin K inhibitor odanacatib also blocked TcREG induction by low-dose RANKL. We interpret this result to indicate that antigens presented to CD8+ T cells by osteoclasts are derived from the bone protein matrix because Cathepsin K degrades collagen in the bone. Taken together, our studies provide a basis for using low-dose RANKL as a potential therapeutic for postmenopausal osteoporosis.

Introduction

Postmenopausal osteoporosis is a relatively common skeletal condition — affecting 50% of women over the age of 45 — that leads to bone fractures and disability. Declining estrogen levels, due to loss of ovarian function, results in increased bone resorption and, to a lesser extent, increased bone formation, leading to a net bone loss (1). In addition to loss of estrogen, many genetic and environmental (or nonheritable) factors also modulate the impact of estrogen deficiency on the bone. In mice, the effects of estrogen depletion can be modeled by ovariectomy (OVX). At the cellular level, estrogen deficiency leads to an increased number of osteoclasts due to increased RANKL (2–4) and increased lifespan of the osteoclasts (5–7). In addition, proinflammatory cytokines TNFα and IL-17A expressed by T cells also promote osteoclastogenesis and resorption activity (8–11). A key mechanism by which TNFα promotes bone resorption is increasing the sensitivity of osteoclast precursors to RANKL activity (12, 13). The critical role of RANKL in driving bone erosion in postmenopausal women has been clinically validated by RANKL blockade, which was accomplished by the use of Denosumab, shown to reduce the risk of fracture in women with osteoporosis (14).

We have previously shown that osteoclasts, in addition to their bone resorption function, also have an antigen presentation activity (15). Osteoclasts produce chemokines that recruit T cells and, in mice, activate CD8+ T cells. Osteoclasts generated from monocytes isolated from human peripheral blood also showed antigen-presentation activity that could activate both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (16). Murine osteoclasts express only MHC class I at homeostasis on their cell surface and thus activate CD8+ T cells. Our laboratory showed that CD8+ T cells activated by osteoclasts express the high-affinity IL-2 receptor CD25 and the transcription factor Forkhead box P3 (FoxP3). FoxP3+CD25+CD8+ T cells are produced in the thymus that have demonstrated immunosuppressive activity (17), and these cells have also been shown to be produced in the periphery. In keeping with the recommendations for nomenclature (18), we refer to the CD25+FoxP3+ regulatory CD8+ T cells as TcREG and to the BM and in vitro osteoclast-induced regulatory CD8+ T cells as OC-iTcREG. FoxP3 is a master regulator for the development of Tregs that is required for...
their development, maintenance, and function (19, 20). FoxP3 has been primarily studied in the context of CD4+ T cells (T\textsubscript{REG}). Although the CD4+ T\textsubscript{REG} and CD8+ T\textsubscript{REG} share some common features, T\textsubscript{REG} are critical dominant-negative regulators of self-reactive T cells. Genetic ablation of FoxP3 or deletion of T\textsubscript{REG} leads to multiorgan autoimmune syndrome (21–23). In contrast, T\textsubscript{REG} apparently do not maintain global suppression of autoreactive T cells (24). Nonetheless, consistent with the expression of FoxP3, we have demonstrated that the OC-iT\textsubscript{REG} are immunosuppressive. In addition, OC-iT\textsubscript{REG} also limit osteoclast resorption activity to form a negative loop (25). The suppression of osteoclastogenesis and actin-ring reorganization in mature osteoclasts is accomplished in large part through secretion of and IL-10 (25–27). T\textsubscript{REG} also secrete IL-6 and display CTLA-4 and RANKL on their cell surface. Therefore, while OC-iT\textsubscript{REG} reorganize in mature osteoclasts is accomplished in large part through secretion of and IL-10 (25–27). T\textsubscript{REG} also secrete IL-6 and display CTLA-4 and RANKL on their cell surface. Therefore, while OC-iT\textsubscript{REG} express both pro- and antiresorptive mediators, or studies show that T\textsubscript{REG} limit osteoclast activity.

We have shown that antigen presentation by osteoclasts is required for T\textsubscript{REG} induction (15, 27). In addition, we previously demonstrated in vitro that osteoclasts crosspresent antigens; therefore, it is presumed that osteoclasts must be actively resorbing bone to induce T\textsubscript{REG}. In the current work, we also examined the source of antigens using odanacatib, a pharmacological inhibitor of Cathepsin K (CTSK). CTSK is a cysteine protease produced by active osteoclasts that is secreted from the ruffled border into the resorptive pits (28, 29). CTSK targets type I collagen primarily (30–32) but most likely also degrades noncollagenous proteins in the bone matrix (33). Selective inhibition of CTSK by odanacatib (32, 34) has been shown to reduce markers of bone resorption and increase bone density in OVX nonhuman primates (35). CTSK inhibitors also enhance osteoclast survival (36). In our previous studies using decreasing doses of RANKL administration to mice to activate osteoclasts, we found that administration of low-dose RANKL (0.125 mg/kg) was sufficient to induce T\textsubscript{REG} but did not increase osteoclast activity sufficiently to produce significant bone loss. Furthermore, administration of low-dose RANKL induced T\textsubscript{REG} in ovariectomized mice. Inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF\textalpha and IL-17A, suppress T\textsubscript{REG} induction, but administration of low-dose RANKL derepressed critical molecules expressed on osteoclasts needed for T\textsubscript{REG} induction (37). Induction of T\textsubscript{REG} in OVX mice suppressed bone resorption, reduced the number of osteoclasts, increased bone formation rate, decreased the number proinflammatory T cells (CD45+CD3+CD44+CD62L– cells). Indeed, administration of low-dose RANKL was bone anabolic (37). These results stating that administration of RANKL is bone protective are ostensibly at odds with the observations that RANKL is proresorptive. Here, we set out to reconcile these paradoxical observations. In addition, we demonstrate, in the preclinical model of OVX mice, that low-dose RANKL is potentially an effective treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis.

**Results**

**Induction of T\textsubscript{REG} by low-dose RANKL requires pulsed administration.** RANKL promotes osteoclastogenesis and bone resorption activity, and increased levels of RANKL — all other factors being equal — should promote resorption. Yet, as predicted by our work on T\textsubscript{REG}, we found that administration of low-dose RANKL to OVX mice led to decreased bone resorption, fewer proinflammatory effector T cells (T\textsubscript{EFF}), and increased bone mass in our previous study (37). The question remains: if there are significant levels of endogenous RANKL already present after menopause, why does administration of additional low levels of RANKL lead to T\textsubscript{REG} induction? We hypothesized that the (absolute) levels of RANKL may not be critical; instead, the pulsed delivery of RANKL may be important for this phenomenon. To test the hypothesis, we delivered identical doses of RANKL (0.25 mg/kg) over 48 hours using either implanted ALZET pumps or injected (twice 24 hours apart) into peritoneal cavity. The mice were ovariectomized, and the pumps containing PBS or RANKL were implanted after 14 days. On days 14 and 15, the mice implanted with pumps containing RANKL were injected with PBS, and mice implanted with pumps containing PBS were injected with RANKL. We found that, in mice in which RANKL was delivered by pumps, no T\textsubscript{REG} induction was observed (Figure 1A, center, and Figure 1B). In contrast, administering RANKL twice in OVX mice 24 hours apart induced robust levels of T\textsubscript{REG} (Figure 1A, right, and Figure 1B). Concomitant with the T\textsubscript{REG} induction, pulsed administration of low-dose RANKL led to decreased T\textsubscript{EFF} (Figure 1C) and bone resorption (Figure 1D). Analysis of proximal tibias by μCT showed about 69% ± 18% increased bone mass (BV/TV; Figure 1E), increased bone mineral density (10.4% ± 1.2%; Figure 1F), and fewer number of osteoclasts (Figure 1G), resulting in improved trabecular parameters (Supplemental Figure 1) in RANKL-pulsed mice. In contrast, continuous delivery of RANKL by ALZET pumps led to no significant change in T\textsubscript{EFF} (Figure 1C), increased bone resorption (Figure 1D), and decreased bone volume (Figure 1E).
Figure 1. Pulsed RANKL is required for the bone anabolic effect of low-dose RANKL. Twelve-week-old C57BL/6J mice were either sham-operated or OVX using pumps or pulsed with low-dose RANKL. Two weeks after surgery, ALZET pumps were implanted in the i.p. cavity that contained either PBS or RANKL. All groups were pulsed with PBS or with an equivalent dose of RANKL (0.125 mg/kg, pulsed twice 24 hours apart) as indicated in the plots. 

(A) Flow cytometry shows that pulsed but not continuous exposure to RANKL induced Tc REG. 

(B) Quantification of FACS data of Tc REG levels across all groups (6–8 mice/group). Consistent with Tc REG induction, decrease in T EFF cells (gated on CD45+CD3+ cells, and then on CD44+) was only observed in mice pulsed with RANKL but not treated with RANKL delivered by pumps. 

(D) Decreased levels of bone resorption were observed in mice pulsed with low-dose RANKL but not in mice with continuous exposure to RANKL. 

(Mostly higher (but statistically significant) levels of bone resorption were observed in mice treated with continuous RANKL. 

(E) Bone volume (BV/TV) decreased in mice where RANKL was delivered by pump but was restored to levels observed in sham-operated mice when pulsed with RANKL. 

(F) Consistent with serum CTX and BV/TV results, an increase in bone mineral density (BMD) was observed in mice treated with pulsed RANKL but decreased in mice where RANKL was delivered by pump. 

(G and H) Pulsed low-dose RANKL decreased osteoclast numbers. Quantitation of osteoclast numbers/mm bone (N.OC/BS) and osteoclast surface/bone surface (OC.S/BS) is shown in G, and representative images are shown in H from sham and ovariectomized mice treated with infused and pulsed RANKL. Arrowheads indicate Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase-positive (TRAP’) cells. Data is from 6–8 mice per group. Group statistical significance was calculated using Mann-Whitney U test. ***P < 1 × 10−3; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.

11F), number of osteoclasts (Figure 1G), and trabecular parameters. These results indicate that pulsed but not continuous delivery of RANKL is required for Tc REG induction. Indeed, our results support the notion that increasing RANKL levels by continuous provision leads to bone loss.

Tc REG induction by low-dose RANKL is independent of time after OVX. In all previous experiments, we have treated mice with pulsed low-dose RANKL 2 or 3 weeks after OVX. As menopause is a decline of ovarian function over 1–3 years (38), using a 2-week time point lacks clinical significance. Moreover, as bone loss occurs most rapidly at early times of menopause (1) and after OVX (39), we wanted to test whether low-dose RANKL treatment could induce Tc REG at later times after OVX. To this end, mice were treated with low-dose RANKL at various times after OVX and then sacrificed 10 days after treatment to determine response. The observed level of Tc REG induction in the BM was similar, regardless of the time after OVX (Figure 2A). Unexpectedly, there appears to be some periodicity (Figure 2B) in the effectiveness of RANKL-induced Tc REG to suppress T EFF. Nonetheless, there was a decrease in the number of T EFF at all time points tested (Figure 2B). As before, bone resorption levels assessed by serum were effectively decreased (Figure 2C). Bone volume (Figure 2D) and bone mineral density (Figure 2E) were all increased relative to untreated mice, regardless of the time after OVX, indicating that low-dose RANKL is effective as bone anabolic treatment at all times tested.

Determining optimal dosing schedule. In previous experiments, we determined that the half-life of adoptive transferred Tc REG in the BM of the OVX mice was approximately 5 days. The bone protective effect of the transferred Tc REG lasted about 2 half-lives (26). Here, we repeated this experiment; however, we used low-dose RANKL to induce Tc REG in situ. Low-dose RANKL was administered 2 weeks after OVX, and bone resorption in sham-operated mice and in treated and untreated OVX mice was monitored using serum C-terminal telopeptide of type I collagen (serum CTX) every 5 days. Our data is consistent with previous findings (1, 39) that the highest levels of bone resorption are observed in the first 2 weeks after OVX, decrease over the next 10 days in OVX animals, yet remain significantly higher over sham levels (Figure 3A). As seen in Figure 3A, the effect of Tc REG induced by low-dose RANKL lasted for about 30 days, as CTX levels start to rise by day 35 after treatment. Consistent with serum CTX and data shown in Figures 1 and 2, increased bone volume was observed in treated mice at days 25 and 35 relative to untreated OVX mice. Therefore, we concluded that treatment every 30 days would be optimal.

To further evaluate the 30-day dosing and to assess whether repeated dosing is effective and tolerated, we treated 4 groups of OVX mice (2 weeks after OVX) every 30 days over 90 days. A group of mice was sacrificed at days 10, 30, 60, and 90 to obtain tibias for bone volume and density. The data show the low-dose RANKL treatment was effective at reducing bone resorption at all time points, starting at day 10 (Figure 3C). The bone anabolic effect was also observed in these experiments with BV/TV (Figure 3D). These data also show that the levels of bone volume in OVX mice stay constant and are similar to levels in sham-operated mice, even after 3 repeated treatments.

Inflammatory cytokines play an important role in bone loss in postmenopausal osteoporosis (8, 40). To assess if T cells producing proinflammatory cytokines efflux from the BM space, we collected peripheral blood of mice at day 90, lysed the RBC, and then stimulated the cells with plate-bound anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies. Supernatants from the cells were collected at 36 hours, and the cytokine levels were assessed using multiplexed ELISA. Of the 6 cytokines assayed, only TNFα and IL-17A were detected in untreated OVX mice. These cytokines were not detected in OVX mice treated with...
These cytokines are only detectable at these levels, with stimulation, at 90 days after treatment. Much lower (and less reliable) levels of cytokines were observed at the earlier time points. Together, these data show that multiple treatments with low-dose RANKL were sufficient to ameliorate OVX-induced osteoporosis and to lower the potential inflammation, an effect that was not attained by the bisphosphonate.

The CTSK inhibitor, odanacatib, blocks Tc REG induction by low-dose RANKL. To determine whether the antiresorptive effect of Tc REG induced by low-dose RANKL would be synergistic with inhibition of CTSK, we first administered odanacatib to OVX mice and then treated them with low-dose RANKL. Unexpectedly, we found that pretreating mice with CTSK inhibitor blocked Tc REG induction by low-dose RANKL (Figure 4, A and B). To confirm that odanacatib does not adversely affect the CD8+ T cells, we used antigen-loaded osteoclasts to induce Tc REG in culture. As previously described, we cocultured ovalbumin-specific CD8+ T cells from OT-I mice (41) with peptide-antigen loaded osteoclasts (42). Equal levels of FoxP3 induction were observed in the CD8+ T cells, in the presence or absence of odanacatib (Figure 4C). We interpret this result to indicate that the CTSK inhibitor does not affect CD8+ T cells directly or suppress FoxP3 induction. Indeed, these results support the idea that actively resorbing osteoclasts are needed for Tc REG induction because they are released from the bone matrix. Furthermore, these results indicate that the antigens presented to CD8+ T cells must be generated from bone matrix proteins.
Discussion
The proresorptive effects of RANKL, through increasing osteoclastogenesis and bone resorption functions in bone erosion diseases, are well documented. Postmenopausal bone loss is regarded as an inflammatory condition because of the causal role of proinflammatory cytokines produced by T_{eff} (43). Therefore, rather than focusing on either system alone, restoring homeostasis in both the cells that regulate bone mass and immune mediators should be superior. In the current study, we demonstrate that, surprisingly, low-dose RANKL — when delivered as a pulse — is efficient at ameliorating OVX-induced osteoporosis. In contrast, continuous delivery of the identical dose of RANKL over the same time period leads to increased bone resorption. These results can only be explained in the context of the negative feedback loop between osteoclasts and CD8+ T cells.

Our laboratory was the first to our knowledge to identify that osteoclasts act as antigen-presenting cells that recruit CD8+ T cells and induce FoxP3 and CD25 in the CD8+ T cells. Although such
cells have been documented in mice and humans, they have not been well studied, in part due to their very low abundance in lymphoid tissue. In the context of OVX-induced osteoporosis, our previous studies showed that proinflammatory cytokines, specifically TNFα and IL-17A, transcriptionally repress the Notch ligand DLL4 in osteoclasts. Tc REG cannot be induced in the presence of TNFα or IL-17A because DLL4 is required for Tc REG induction by osteoclasts. Pulsed RANKL de-represses DLL4 expression and restores Tc REG induction, which reduces T EFF and bone resorption and increases bone formation (37).

While our previous studies established a mechanism for the regulation of Tc REG induction, a number of questions remained unanswered: first, in estrogen-depleted animals, if there are abundant levels of RANKL present, why does administration of a small amount RANKL activate osteoclasts to induce Tc REG, while endogenous RANKL does not? One possible explanation is that the molecules (e.g., RANKL, osteoprotegerin [OPG], and other cytokines) that are signals between cells are in such exquisite balance that even small changes in RANKL concentration are sensed to generate a response. Alternatively, but not mutually exclusive, pulsed delivery of low-dose RANKL generates a different response in osteoclasts than that generated by changes in the endogenous RANKL concentration. To test this notion, we used pumps to continuously deliver low-dose RANKL. Our results (Figure 1) show that, when RANKL was delivered continuously by pump, OVX mice lost more bone than untreated mice. In contrast, when the same cumulative amount of RANKL was delivered in 2 doses 24 hours apart, a bone anabolic activity was observed. As pulsing is required for Tc REG induction, this ostensibly resolves the paradox of how low-dose RANKL can target osteoclasts differently: when provided continuously, it promotes resorption, and when pulsed, it is antiresorptive through induction of Tc REG. Notably, parathyroid hormone (PTH) targets osteoblasts sim-
iliarily: it is bone anabolic due to increased osteoblastogenesis when delivered intermittently but promotes RANKL production to induce bone loss when delivered continuously (44).

The experiments with odanacatib also highlight two additional features: first, because PTH targets osteoblasts, it synergizes with bone resorption inhibitors that target CTSK or with bisphosphonates (45). In contrast, odanacatib (Figure 4) and bisphosphonates (37) block TcREG induction. This experiment provides further evidence that active osteoclasts are needed for TcREG induction. We expect that low-dose RANKL will be synergistic with intermittent PTH as they target different cells. Furthermore, osteoclasts display the unusual activity of cross-presentation of antigens. As CTSK targets the dissolution of the protein matrix, but does not inactivate the osteoclasts like zoledronate, we interpret the lack of TcREG induction in the presence of odanacatib to also indicate that the antigens presented to CD8+ T cells are generated from the bone proteins and not from the osteoclast-endogenous proteins.

To assess the therapeutic potential of low-dose RANKL for postmenopausal osteoporosis, our study tested the effectiveness after OVX. We found that low-dose RANKL was effective at all time points tested up to 8 weeks after OVX (Figure 2). Furthermore, we determined the optimal dosing schedule for OVX mice. A single treatment (2 administrations, 24 hours apart) was effective at suppressing bone resorption and restoring bone mass for over 30 days (Figure 3). As the administered RANKL is most likely cleared in less than 24 hours, the effect is surprisingly long lasting. We have estimated, based on sampling BM cells, that the half-life of RANKL-induced OC-iTcREG is about 10 days in WT mice. Therefore, the most likely explanation of the length of effect is a combination of 2 consequences. First, OC-iTcREG reduced osteoclast numbers (Figure 1); restoration of osteoclast numbers to pretreatment levels in estrogen-depleted animals takes time. Second, OC-iTcREG also suppressed the levels of proinflammatory T cells (Figure 1), which drive bone resorption through secreted cytokines like TNFα and IL-17A (Figure 3). These cytokines promote osteoclastogenesis (9) and, along with FasL (5, 6, 46), are responsible for tipping the balance toward net bone loss. Together, the reductions in osteoclast numbers and in the proinflammatory cytokines are most likely responsible for the length of effect observed. Repeated monthly dosing was also effective in maintaining bone mass over the 90 days. In addition to maintaining bone mass, our results show that low-dose RANKL reduced levels of proinflammatory T EFF. These T EFF are detected in the BM at earlier time points but could be detected in peripheral blood at 90 days in untreated mice (Figure 3). These T cells producing TNFα, IL-6, and IL-17A have been observed in postmenopausal osteoporotic women (47) and may contribute to other comorbidities such as mood disorders, joint pain, and atherosclerosis observed in postmenopausal women.

In conclusion, this study establishes the feasibility of using low-dose RANKL for treatment of osteoporosis in a preclinical animal model. The mechanistic insights provided by this study can be summarized in the following manner. First, pulsed or intermittent delivery of RANKL behaves differently than continuous exposure to RANKL. While continuous delivery of RANKL promotes osteoporosis, pulsed delivery promotes a bone anabolic effect through TcREG induction. Second, inhibition of CTSK by odanacatib prevents TcREG induction in vivo, indicating that bone matrix proteins are most likely the source of the antigens presented by osteoclasts to CD8+ T cells. This interpretation is consistent with proteomic studies showing that 90% of the protein content of bone is type I collagen (48). Furthermore, collagen-specific T cell receptors are known to exist in the repertoire of T cells in both mice (49–51) and humans (52). Osteoclasts present antigens during bone resorption and induce a regulatory phenotype to prevent autoimmune responses. Finally, we determined that once-per-month dosing was optimal to restore bone mass in OVX mice, and repeated dosing maintained bone mass and reduced circulating T EFF in peripheral blood that could potentially produce proinflammatory cytokines. The beneficial effects of the pulsed low-dose RANKL treatment were maintained even when started 8 weeks after OVX, suggesting that this treatment may be effective in the early and later stages after hormone withdrawal.

**Methods**

*Mice.* C57BL/6J mice (model 000664) were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory or used from in-house breeding colonies. Breeders of FoxP3eGFP reporter (model 006772) mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and bred in-house for these experiments. OT-I Rag-/- mice were purchased from Taconic.

*OVX, pump implantation, and inhibitors.* Bilateral OVX was performed on 12- to 14-week-old mice. Mice were anesthetized using 2.5% isoflurane to initiate anesthesia and 1% for maintenance. The ovaries were
accessed through a single incision in the skin and exteriorized through muscle wall on each side. Each ovary was clamped using hemostat and removed by a single cut. Skin staples (3 M) were used to close the skin incision. To minimize discomfort after surgery, 0.025 mg/kg Buprenorphine was administered s.c.

Pumps were implanted 3 weeks after OVX or sham surgery. Pumps (ALZET, catalog 1003D) were filled as recommended by the supplier with PBS or RANKL solution. To confirm delivery of RANKL to the bone, pumps contained Alizarin red with PBS in some experiments. The pumps were primed by placing them in sterile saline for 18 hours prior to installation. Mice were anesthetized using 2.5% isoflurane and 1% for maintenance. Pumps were placed in the peritoneal cavity using a small incision in the skin, positioned using blunt forceps, and closed using sutures. Pumps were recovered and weighed at sacrifice and were compared with weight of full pumps.

Zoledronate (Selleck Chemicals) was administered at 30 μg/kg via tail vein. Odanacatib (Selleck Chemicals) stock solution was prepared in DMSO at 50 mg/ml and administered at 20 mg/kg i.p. in a volume of 100 μl. Due to the low solubility of odanacatib in water, the stock solution was freshly diluted into cyclodextrin (10 mg/ml prepared in PBS, catalog C4680, Sigma-Aldrich). Since the half-life of odanacatib in vivo is 6 hours in rats (34), it was administered twice 24 hours apart at the same time as RANKL.

Antibodies and FACS. The FACS data shown in Figures 1, 3, and 4 are from BM cells. BM cells were isolated from mice sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation; the long bones were harvested, one end cap of the bone was removed, and the long bones were placed in a 0.7-ml microcentrifuge tube and pierced with a 22 G needle at the bottom of the tube. The 0.7-ml tube was fitted inside a 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube. The assembly was spun for 30 seconds at 16,000 g. The pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of PBS. Then, RBCs were lysed (PharmLyse; BD Biosciences). For FACS, cells were blocked with anti–mouse FcgRIII/IIR (catalog 553141, BD Pharmingen) for 10 minutes and then stained for 45 minutes on ice with fluorophore-conjugated antibody. Stained cells were washed, fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde and analyzed on LSRII instrument with CellQuest (BD Biosciences) software. Data analyses were performed with FlowJo software (version 8.73; Tree Star Inc.). Anti–mouse fluorophore-conjugated antibodies for FACS were: PE-conjugated anti–mouse CD8a (clone 53-6.7; BD Pharmingen), AF700-conjugated anti–mouse CD44 (clone IM7; BD Pharmingen), e450-conjugated anti–mouse FoxP3 (clone FJK-16s, eBioscience), anti-CD3e (clone 500A2; BioLegend), anti-CD8a (clone 5H10; Caltag), anti-CD4 (clone RM4-5; BD Pharmingen), V450-conjugated CD45.1 (clone A20; BD Biosciences), PE-Cy7–conjugated anti-CD45.2 (clone 104; BD Biosciences), and anti-CD25 (clone PC61; BD Pharmingen). Functional grade anti-CD3 (clone 17A2) and anti-CD28 (clone 37.51) were purchased from eBioscience.

CTX assay. Blood (100–200 μl), obtained via submandibular vein, was allowed to clot for 1 hour at room temperature, and serum was collected by spinning down the cell pellet (1,000 g for 10 minutes). Serum was flash frozen and stored at –80°C. Serum CTX was measured using ELISA according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Immunodiagnostic Systems).

Cytokine measurements. Peripheral blood (200 μl) was obtained prior to sacrificing animals via mandible vein into EDTA-coated tubes (BD Biosciences). The blood was diluted 5-fold in PBS with 25 mM EDTA and pelleted at 400 g for 10 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 5 ml red blood lysis media (PharmLyse; BD Biosciences) and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. Then, 15 ml of PBS was added and repelleted. The pellets were resuspended in complete T cell media (RPMI, 10% ΔFBS, penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine, nonessential amino acids, sodium pyruvate, HEPES, and 55 μM β-mercaptoethanol). Cells were plated on anti-CD3 (1 μg/ml) and anti-CD28 (2 μg/ml; both from eBioscience) coated wells (1 × 106 to 3 × 106 cells/well; 24 well/plate in 1 ml) and incubated at 37°C. After 30 hours, the plates were spun for 5 minutes at 300 g, and media was collected, flash-frozen, and stored at –80°C. Cytokines in the media were quantitated using Luminex multiplexed ELISA system (Millipore) according to the manufacturers instructions. Six cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-1β, IL-4, IL-6, TNFα, and IL-17A) were measured, and only those that showed significant signal over background are shown in Figure 3.

μCT data collection and analysis. The bones were scanned in μCT 40 (Scanco Medical) at 55 kV, 145 μA, and a resolution of 16 μm. Gaussian sigma of 1.2, Gaussian support of 2, lower threshold of 237, and upper threshold of 1,000 were used for all the analysis. Regions of interest were selected 50 slices below the growth plate of the proximal tibia to evaluate the trabecular compartment. Bone mineral density was obtained by quantitative μCT using Phantoms for calibration (53). All μCT data was collected and analyzed by JG, who was blinded to the treatment performed.
Statistics. Statistical significance was assessed in all cases using paired 2-tailed Mann-Whitney U test in GraphPad Prism 5.0. One-way and 2-way ANOVA was performed in GraphPad Prism 5.0.

Study approval. All animals were maintained in the Department of Comparative Medicine, St. Louis University School of Medicine, in accordance with institutional and Public Health Service Guidelines. St. Louis University School of Medicine IACUC approved all procedures performed on mice (protocol numbers 2072 and 2184).
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